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Desoto Minerals Company 
ATTN: Mr. Durward Spees 
Box 35 
ST. LOUIS DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
210 TUCKER BOULEVARD. NORTH 
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63101 
Richwoods, Missouri 63071 
Gentlemen: 
29 September 1980 
The purpose of this letter is to furnish the Phase I Inspection Report for 
Ditch Creek Dam (MO 30726), located in Washington County, Missouri. The 
inspection was perrormed under the National Program of Inspection of 
Non-Federal Dams. I have inclosed a "Statement by the President" which 
explains the program. 
Under provisions or the Freedom of Information Act, this information will be 
subject to release, upon request, to interested parties upon receipt of this 
information by the Governor of Missouri or his representative. 
A similar letter was furnished to the Governor of Missouri on 
29 September 1980. 
Copies of the report have also been sent to MG William E. Read, Di vision 
Engineer, U.S. Army Engineer Division, Lower Mississippi Valley, P.O. Box Bo, 
Vicksburg, Mississippi; Mr. Fred A. Lafser, Director of the Missouri 
Department of Natural Resources; and Dr. Wallace B. Howe, State Geologist. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
ST. LOUIS DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENSINHIS 
210 TUCKER BOULEVARD, NORTH 
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63101 
SUBJECT: Ditch Creek Dam (MO 30726) 
This report presents the results of field inspection and evaluation of Ditch 
Creek Dam. It was prepared under the National Program of Inspection of Non-
Federal Dams. 
The inspection results indicate problems with the spillway adequacy. Although 
the dam is capable of passing the PMF without overtopping, the lack of a proper 
spillway and discharge channel and the need to pass runoff over a public trans-
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Under Direction of 
St Louis District, Corps of Engineers 
for 
Governor of Missouri 
August 1980 
PREFACE 
This report is prepared under guidance contained in the Recommended Guidelines 
for Safety Inspection of Dams for Phase I Investigations. Copies of these guidelines may 
be obtained from the Office of the Chief of Engineers, Washington, D. C., 20314. The 
purpose of a Phase I investigation is not to provide a complete evaluation of the safety of 
the structure nor to prqvide a guarantee on its future integrity. Rather the purpose of the 
program is to identify potentially hazardous conditions to the extent they can be 
identified by a visual examination. The assessment of the general condition of the dam is 
based upon available data (if any) and visual inspections. Detailed investigations, testing, 
and detailed computational evaluations are beyond the scope of a Phase· I investigation; 
however, the investigation is intended to identify the need for more detailed studies. In 
view of the limited nature of the Phase I studies no assurance can be given that all 
deficiencies have been identified. 
In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the reported condition of the dam 
is based on observations of field conditions at the time of inspection along with any data 
which may be available to the inspection team. In cases where the reservoir was lowered 
or drained prior to inspection, such action removes the normal load on the structure, as 
well as the reservoir head along with seepage pressures, and may obscure certain 
conditions which might otherwise be detectable if inspected under the normal operating 
environment of the structure. 
It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends on numerous and 
constantly changing internal and external conditions, and is evolutionary in nature. It 
would be incorrect to assume that the present condition of the dam will continue to 
represent the condition of the dam at some point in the future. Only through frequent 
inspections can unsafe conditions be detected, so that corrective action can be taken. 
Likewise continued care and maintenance are necessary to minimize the possibility of 
development of unsafe conditions. 




Date of Inspection 
PHASE I REPORT 
NATIONAL DAM SAFETY PROGRAM 
Ditch Creek (Mononame 559) Dam 
Missouri 
Washington 
Unnamed Tributary of Ditch Creek 
4 June 1980 
Ditch Creek Dam, Missouri Inventory number 30726 was inspected by Richard 
Berggreen (engineering geologist), David Hendron (geotechnical engineer) and Sean Tseng 
(hydrologist). 
The dam inspection was made following the guidelines presented in the 
"Recommended Guidelines for. Safety Inspection of Dams". These guidelines were 
developed by the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, Washington, D.C., with the help of 
federal and state agencies, professional engineering organizations, and private engineers. 
The resulting guidelines represent a consensus of the engineering profession. 
Based on the criteria in the guidelines, the dam is judged to be in the high hazard 
classification. The St Louis District, Corps of Engineers (SLD) has estimated the 
potential damage zone to extend approximately 13 mi downstream of the dam. The 
nearest occupied structure is 0.1 mi below the dam but its elevation appears to be above 
the potential damage zone. Missouri State Highway H crosses the downstream channel 
0.1 mi downstream of the dam. The population within the 13 mi damage zone designated 
by SLD indicates that significant loss of property and life is possible in the event of 
overtopping and failure of the dam. 
Ditch Creek Dam is an abandoned barite tailings dam. The dam is in the 
intermediate size classification based on its maximum height of 60 ft. 
Our inspection and evaluation indicate the dam is in generally fair to good condition. 
There is no formal spillway or other outlet facilities at this dam. This is considered a 
deficiency. A low area to the west of the left dam abutment acts as an informal spillway. 
This is considered a deficiency. The cohesionless nature of the coarse tailings comprising 
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the embankment indicates the dam could be significantly eroded if overtopped. The 
hydrologic analysis, however, shows the dam embankment will not be overtopped by a 
flood with 1 percent probability-of-occurrence or by the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF), 
because the flood waters would pass over the informal spillway. The PMF is defined as 
the flood event that may be expected to occur from the most severe combination of 
critical meteorologic and hydrologic considerations that are reasonably possible in the 
region. 
Mining operations have encroached on approximately 200 ft of the downstream toe 
of the dam and have resulted in steep slopes at that location. This mining appears to have 
been discontinued approximately 2 years ago. The steep slopes at the downstream toe of 
the dam could result in landslides on the face of the embankment. 
It is recommended that, as a minimum, the following studies be made and the 
following actions be taken under the guidance of an engineer experienced in design and 
construction of dams: 
1. Design and construction of a formal spillway and discharge channel required to 
pass an appropriate design flood, as an alternate to the present condition where a 
low area to the west of the left abutment of the dam acts as an informal spillway; 
consideration should be given to the erodibility of the embankment and spillway. 
2. Assessment of the effects of mining at the toe of the dam by an appropriate 
slope stability analysis. 
3. Establishment of a plan for removal of trees and brush on the face of the dam 
to prevent deleterious effects on slope stability and to permit proper inspection of 
the face; removal of large trees and indiscriminate clearing must be carefully 
planned as this may jeopardize the long-term stability of the dam. 
4. · Analysis of the static and seismic stability of the dam and of the effects of 
seepage on the stability of the dam, in accordance with the requirements of the 
guidelines. 
5. Initiation of a program of periodic inspection and monitoring for this facility. This 
program should include, but not be limited to, the following: 
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a. Monitoring seepage at the toe of the dam to identify changes in the 
amount of flow or turbidity of the seepage water; 
b. Inspecting the embankment periodically to identify slumping or evidence 
of instability in the areas where cracks were observed and where mining 
activities have resulted in oversteepened slopes; and 
c. Performing maintenance work as needed on the basis of the 
recommended inspection program. 
6. Assessment of the practicality of establishing a warning system for advising 
downstream residents and traffic should unsafe emergency conditions develop at the 
dam. 
It is recommended that the owner take action on these recommendations without 
undue delay. 
WOODWARD-CL YOE CONSULT ANTS 
~i~~ 
Richard G. Berggreen 
Registered eologist 
Jean-Yves Perez, PE 
Project Manager 
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1. Vegetation on face of dam. Variation in density of vegetation apparently 
B 
reflects variation in embankment material. Looking west. 
2. Vegetation on crest of dam. Looking west. Impoundment is to the left. 
3. Mined area at toe of embankment, near left abutment. 
4. Mined area adjacent to reservoir outflow. Looking southwest from end 
of embankment. 
5. Crack in dam crest showing .3 ft off set down toward the downstream 
face. Looking south along dam crest. 
Hydraulic/Hydrologic Data and Analyses 
1.1 General 
PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT 
NATIONAL DAM SAFETY PROGRAM 
DITCH CREEK DAM, MISSOURI ID. NO. 30726 
SECTION 1 
PROJECT INFORMATION 
a. Authority. The National Darn Inspection Act, Public Law 92-367, provides for 
a national inventory and inspection of darns throughout the United States. 
Pursuant to the above, an inspection was conducted of the Ditch Creek Dam, 
Missouri inventory number 30726. 
b. Purpose. "The primary purpose of the Phase I investigation program is to 
identify expeditiously those dams which may pose hazards to human life or 
property... The Phase I investigation will develop an assessment of the general 
condition with respect to safety of the project based upon available data and a 
visual inspection, determine any need for emergency measures and conclude if 
additional studies investigations and analyses are necessary and warranted." 
(Chapter 3, Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Darns). 
c. Evaluation criteria. The criteria used to evaluate the dam were established in 
the "Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Darns", Engineering 
Regulation No. 1110-2-106 and Engineering Circular No. 1110-2-188, 
Engineering and Design, National Program for Inspection of Non-Federal Darns, 
by the Office of Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army; and 
"Hydrologic/Hydraulic Standards, Phase I Safety Inspection of Non-Federal 
Dams" prepared by the St Louis District Corps of Engineers (SLD). These 
guidelines were developed with the help of several federal agencies and many 
state agencies, professional engineering organizations, and private engineers. 
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1.2 Description of Project 
a. Description of dam and appurtenances. Ditch Creek Dam is an abandoned 
barite tailings dam. Its construction procedure and its usage are typical of 
other such darns in the area. A brief description of the general construction 
procedure and usage of Missouri barite tailings dams is necessary to appreciate 
the unique nature of these dams and understand the differences between these 
dams and more conventional water-retaining darns. 
At the start of a barite mining operation in this area, a 10 to 20-ft high starter 
dam is typically first constructed across a natural stream channel. Generally 
the streams are intermittent so that construction is carried out in the dry. 
Trees and other vegetation are removed from the darn site and then a cutoff is 
often made to shallow bedrock. Locally obtained earth, usually a gravelly 
clay, is then placed to form the embankment. Compaction is limited to that 
provided by the construction equipment. 
The barite ore is found at shallow depth within the residual gravelly clay which 
is mined with earth-moving equipment. At the processing plant, the ore is 
washed to loosen and remove the soil. This water is obtained from the 
reservoir area behind the dam. The soil-laden, wash water and water from 
other steps in the process is then discharged into the reservoir. There, the soil 
is deposited by sedimentation and the water recycled. Another step in the 
process removes the gravel-sized waste which is called "chat". 
As the level of the fine tailings impounded in the reservoir increases, the darn 
is raised. The usual method is to dump chat on the dam crest. The chat is 
spread over the crest so that a relatively constant crest width is maintained as 
the dam is raised. Generally the crest centerline location is also maintained. 
However, the crest centerline location wiH move upstream if there is 
insufficient chat available or downstream if an excessive quantity of chat is 
available. The latter is uncommon because it is indicative of a poor ore 
deposit. 
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This method of construction results in embankment slopes which are close to 
the natural angle of repose for the chat. They can be considered to be near a 
state of incipient failure. 
A large quantity of water is required for barite processing, on the order of 
2000 to 5000 gal/min. Thus, it has been the opera tors' practice to construct 
the dam so that all inflow to the reservoir is recycled in order to have 
sufficient water for the operation. The result is that formal spillways or 
regulating outlets are generally not constructed. In some cases a low point on 
or near the dam is provided should the reservoir storage capacity be exceeded. 
The fine tailings typically fill more than 80 percent of the total storage 
volume. This results from the operator's practice of maintaining only a 2 to 
5 ft elevation differential between the level of the tailings and the dam crest. 
The geotechnical characteristics of the fine tailings are somewhat similar to 
recent lacustrine clay deposits. Where the tailings have been continuously 
submerged, they have a very soft consistency and high water contents. When 
evaporation causes the water level to recede and the tailings are exposed, a 
stiff crust forms as the tailings dry out. Below the crust, the tailings retain 
their soft consistency for long periods of time. 
Ditch Creek Dam is approximately 2700 ft long and borders the impoundment 
area on the north and east. It is approximately 60 ft high at the maximun:1 
section. No low level outlet was observed during our inspection of Ditch 
Creek Dam. There is no formal spillway or discharge channel for this dam. 
An "informal spillway" was taken as a low area to the west of the north-
western end of the chat embankment (see Fig. 3a). The elevation of this 
informal spillway was taken as 852. This elevation is approximately the same 
elevation as the impounded tailings. No control structure exists at this 
overflow area. Therefore, a substantial rainfall will induce flow northward 
over the informal spillway and into a mined-out depression just to the south 
of State Highway H. Because storage capacity of the mined-out area is 
relatively small, the outflow will be assumed to pass over a low area on the 
highway surveyed at elevation 846. This outflow will then be directed 
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northward into the Richwoods Pond Dam impoundment (Missouri inventory 
number 20727) where the flow will contribute to the Richwoods Pond storage 
and outflow. 
b. Location. The dam is located approximately 2.3 mi ENE of the town of 
Richwoods, Washington County, Missouri. The dam location is on USGS 
Richmond NE, 7.5 minute quadrangle sheet (advance print), Section 34, T40N, 
R02E; see Fig. 1. 
c. Size classification. The dam is classified intermediate size based on its 60 ft 
height. 
d. Hazard classification. SLD has classified the dam as a high hazard dam; we 
concur with this classification. The limit of the potential damage zone is 
estimated to be 13 mi downstream. Several occupied structures are located 
within this zone, including five dwellings. The closest occupied structure is 
0.1 mi downstream of the dam; however, its elevation appears to be above that 
of the damage zone. State Highway H runs along the northwestern end of the 
dam and will be flooded during high flows. 
e. Ownership. The dam is owned by Desoto Minerals Co, Box 35, Richwoods, 
Missouri, 63071. Correspondence should be addressed to Mr Durward Spees. 
f. Purpose of dam. The dam was constructed to impound fine barite tailings 
produced by the washing of barite ore mined in the vicinity. Water was 
recycled from the re~ervoir and used in the barite processing operation. It is 
currently abandoned. 
g. Design and construction history. The present owner has no record of the 
design and construction of the dam. Mr Robert Griffey of Pfizer Inc, a past 
operator of the mine, has stated that the mine was deactivated in 1955. This 
is supported by the size of the trees growing in the tailings area which appear 
to be about 25 years old. 
h. Normal operating procedures. No operating records were found. The dam is 
currently abandoned and there are no operating facilities at this site. 
1.3 Pertinent Data 
a. Drainage area. approximately 0.20 mi2 
b. Discharge at dam site. 
Maximum known flood at damsite 
Warm water outlet at pool elevation 




Diversion tunnel outlet at pool elevation N/ A 
Gated spillway capacity at pool elevation N/ A 
Gated spillway capacity at maximum pool elevation N/ A 
Ungated spillway capacity at maximum pool elevation N/ A see Sect. 5.1.d 
Total spillway capacity of maximum pool elevation N/ A see Sect. 5.1.d 
c. Elevatioos (ft above MSL). 
Top of Dam 
Maximum pool - design surcharge 
Full flood control pool 
Recreation pool 
Spill way crest (gated) 
Upstream portal invert diversion tunnel 
Downstream portal invert diversion tunnel 
Streambed at centerline of dam 
Maximum tailwater 
Toe of dam at maximum section 
d. Reservoir. 
Length of maximum pool 
Length of recreation pool 
Length of flood control pool 














e. Storage (acre-feet). 
Recreation pool 
Flood control pool 
Design surcharge 
Top of dam 
f. Reservoir surface (acres). 
Top of dam 
Maximum pool 
























approximately 18 at el 852 
approximately 18 at el 852 
N/A 
N/A 
approximately 18 at el 852 
Tailings 
approximately 2,700 ft 
60 ft 
15 to 25 ft 
D/S l.5H to 1 V; U/S Unknown 
Unknown (probably none) 
Unknown (probably none) 
Unknown 












j. Regulating outlets. 
None. 
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No formal spill way has been con-
structed for this dam. The informal 
spill way consists of residual soils, 
moderately vegetated. 
approximately 500 ft (informal spillway) 
852 ft (informal spillway) 
None 
There is no well-defined channel. Flow 
through informal spillway is directed 
across Highway H into Richwoods Pond 





No design drawings or other design data were found. 
2.2 Construction 
No construction records were found. 
2.3 Operation 
No operation records were found. The dam is presently abandoned. 
24 Evaluation 
a. Availability. No engineering data were available for review. 
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b. Adequacy. The available information is insufficient to evaluate the design of 
Ditch Creek Dam. Seepage and stability analyses comparable to the require-
ments of the guidelines are not on record. This is a deficiency which should be 
rectified. These seepage and stability analyses should be performed for 
appropriate loading conditions (including earthquake loads) and made a matter 
of record. These analyses should be performed by an engineer experienced in 
the design and construction of dams. 
c. Validity. Not applicable. 
2. 5 · Project Geology 
The dam site lies on the northern flank of the Ozark structural dome. The regional 
dip is to the north. The bedrock in the area is mapped as Cambrian age Eminence 
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and Potosi dolomite formations on the Geologic Map of Missouri (Fig. 4 ). The Potosi 
Formation typically contains an abundance of quartz druse characteristic of chert 
bearing formations. The Eminence Formation conformably overlies the Potosi 
Formation, and contains less quartz and chert. 
The soil at the dam site is a dark red-brown, plastic residual clay (CH), character-
istically developed on the Potosi Formation. It is locally overlain by a 1 to 5 ft 
thick silty loess soil profile. The area is mapped on the Missouri General Soils Map 
as Union-Goss-Gasconade-Peridge Association. 
The Richwoods Fault Zone lies approximately 1.5 mi south of the dam site and is 
mapped on the Structural Features Map of Missouri ( 1971) as discontinuous for 
approximately 19 mi, in a WNW-ESE direction. The Ditch Creek Fault System is 
located about 3.5 mi north of the site and is mapped on the Structural Features Map 
as approximately 11 mi long, paralleling the Richwoods Fault zone. The Ditch 
Creek System is mapped as north side down; the Richwoods fault is mapped as north 





a. General. Ditch Creek Dam was inspected on 4 June 1980. No owner's 
representative was present. This inspection indicated the dam is in generally 
fair to good condition. 
b. Dam. The embankment is constructed of coarse tailings, locally called "chat". 
This material (sandy gravel and sand, GW-SW) is generally cohesionless and 
permeable. Portions of the face of the dam are covered with "bullrock", 
coarse tailings typically over 6 inches in diameter in a clay matrix. 
The majority of the dam crest and face is densely vegetated with brush and 
trees. Some trees have trunk diameters greater than 24 inches. The dense 
vegetation obscured the view of much of the dam. 
The vertical and horizontal alignment of the dam crest appears undisturbed. 
The surface of the darn, where visible through the vegetation, appears 
hummocky in some Jocations. It could not be determined whether these 
f ea tu res were due to construction techniques or slumping on the face of the 
dam. 
An area of cracking on the dam crest, approximately 15 ft long, with 
approximately 0.3 ft of offset down toward the downstream face of the darn 
was identified near the right abutment (see Photo 5, Appendix A). 
Past mining activities have encroached upon the toe of the darn near the left 
abutment as the observer faces downstream (Photo 3, Appendix A). This 
mining has left a 20-ft high 1 H to 1 V slope in the residual clay soil at the toe of 
the darn. The total length of the mined area is approximately 200 ft. It is 
estimated by vegetative growth that the mining at the toe of the dam was 
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discontinued around 1978. Minor amounts of seepage, estimated at 2 to 
4 gal/min, were noted in this mined area. The seepage water did not appear to 
be carrying any soil. 
Several shallow animal burrows, up to 2 ft deep, were noted on the crest of the 
dam. 
No evidence of significant erosion or sinkhole development was noted during 
the visual inspection. 
c. Appurtenant structures. No formally designed or constructed appurtenant 
structures such as a spillway or discharge channel exists at this dam. The 
informal spill way is in a low area to the west of the dam. The soil in the area 
of the informal spillway is partially vegetated by grass, brush and small trees. 
This area is shown to the right of Photograph 4 (Appendix A). Where the soil is 
not vegetated, its erosion potential will be high because it is fine-grained and 
has little true cohesion. Vegetated areas will be moderately susceptible to 
erosion. 
d. Reservoir area. The majority of the surface area of the impoundment was 
above the water level at the time of inspection. This area is underlain by 
tailings which consist of a relatively impervious mixture of silt, sand and clay. 
A dense growth of trees and brush are present in this portion of the reservoir 
area. 
In the flooded area, maximum water depth was estimated at about 5 ft at the 
time of inspection. 
Slopes surrounding the reservoir area are quite flat and estimated to be flatter 
than 5H to 1 V. No indication of potential instability was observed on slopes 
surrounding the reservoir area. 
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e. Downstream dlannel. The channel below the dam flows through a sparsely 
populated, wooded, rural area. It is an intermittent stream valley. An 
occupied structure is located 0.1 mi downstream of the dam and is judged to 
be above the damage zone. The apparent discharge of outflow for this dam is 
northward into a mined-out depression and then it crosses Missouri State 
Highway H about 800 ft west of the north end of the dam and continues into 
the impoundment for Richwoods Pond Dam, Missouri inventory number 30727 
(Fig. A-1, Appendix A). The low elevation on Highway H was surveyed at 
846 ft MSL. 
3.2 Evaluation 
Our evaluation indicates that the dam is in generally fair to good condition. The 
heavy vegetation on the dam may obscure minor sloughs and small cracks. Growth 
of trees having deep root systems is considered to be a potential problem. The trees 
and brush should be removed to better identify evidence slope instability. Removal 
of large trees should be done under the guidance of an engineer experienced in the 
design and construction of dams. Indiscriminate clearing could jeopardize the safety 
of the dam. 
There is no formal spillway or downstream channel for this dam. This is considered 
a deficiency. Outflow is directed northward through an informal spillway, into a 
mined-out depression and then over State Highway H, into the Richwoods Pond Dam 
impoundment. The cohesionless nature of the coarse tailings (chat) comprising the 
embankment suggests the dam would be severely eroded if overtopped. Erosion of 
the informal spillway is expected to be moderate to high. 
Seepage at the toe of dam did not appear to constitute a hazard due to its low rate 
of flow and lack of soil in the flow. 
Mining operations which have encroached on the toe of the dam should not be 
reactivated. An analysis of the static stability the dam is required to evaluate the 





No operating procedures currently exist at this facility as the dam has been 
abandoned. 
4.2 Maintenance of Dam 
No maintenance is performed as dam has been abandoned. There is no planned 
maintenance in the future. 
4.3 Maintenance of Operating Facilities 
There are no facilities requiring mechanical operation at this dam. 
4.4 . Description of Any Warning System in Effect 
Our visual inspection did not disclose any warning system in effect at this dam. 
4 • .5 Evaluation 
There is no plan for periodic inspections and performance of maintenance on this 
dam. In view of the abandoned nature of the dam and the erodability of the 
embankment, this is considered a deficiency. 




a. Design data. No hydrologic or hydraulic design information was available for 
evaluation of the dam or the reservoir. Topographic maps prepared in 
February 1980 by Desoto Mining Company were used in our analyses. Other 
dimensions of the dam and reservoir were measured and/or surveyed on the 
date of inspection or estimated from USGS topographic mapping. The map 
used in the analysis is the advance print of the USGS 7 .5 minute Richwoods NE 
quadrangle sheet. 
b. Experience data. No recorded rainfall, runoff, discharge, or pool stage data 
were available for this reservoir dam. 
c. Visual observations. 
1. Watershed. Much of the area adjacent to the highway is a densely 
vegetated, irregularily mined area. It is likely some retardation of outflow 
would occur in the event of the occurrence of a large flood. The remainder of 
the watershed consists of mined areas that have been partially reclaimed by 
nature. 
2. Reservoir. The reservoir consists of mostly exposed fine-grained tailings 
that are saturated or desiccated at the surface. The above-water area covers 
about 90 percent of the total reservoir area and is heavily vegetated by 
bushes, cattails, saplings and mature trees. 
3. Spillway. There is no formal spillway at this facility. The terminology 
"informal spillway" has been assigned to the low area to the west of the dam 
(see Figs. 3a and 3b). This overflow area has a moderate to high erosion 
potential as the stoney clay residual soil is only moderately vegetated. This 
soil has been observed to be highly erodible when stripped of vegetation and 
exposed to flow velocities of over 5 ft/sec. 
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The channel downstream of the dam is poorly defined. Flows will be 
directed from the informal spillway over State Highway H and into the 
impoundment of the Richwoods Pond Dam, Missouri inventory number 30727. 
4. Seepage. The magnitude of seepage through this dam is not hydraulically 
significant to the overtopping analysis of this dam. 
d. Overtopping potential. The lack of a designed, formal spillway and discharge 
channel and the need to pass runoff over a public transportation route indicate 
a deficiency at this facility. It is recommended that a hydrologic analysis be 
conducted to facilitate the design of a spillway and discharge channel 
adequate to pass the PMF. 
Downstream from the dam, the drainage flows through a sparsely populated, 
wooded, rural area. One occupied structure is located approximately 0.1 mi 
below the dam, adjacent to Highway H, but is judged to be above the potential 
damage zone. Beyond this, the nearest occupied structures are located 4 or 
more miles downstream. 
For the purpose of the overtopping analysis, the elevation of the top of the 
dam was taken at 852, which is in fact the controlling elevation of the 
informal spill way. The chat embankment crest varies, actually, between 
el 855 at the left abutment, to el 864 near the maximum dam section. 
Overtopping was found to occur for virtually any substantial precipitation 
event. Overtopping, in this analysis, means outflow around the left abutment 
through the informal spillway. The chat embankment itself will not be 
overtopped. 
Hydraulic and hydrologic analysis indicate that all fractions of the PMF 
overtop the dam through the informal spillway. The PMF is defined as the 
flood event that may be expected to occur from the most severe combination 
meteorologic and hydrologic conditions that are reasonably possible in the 
region. Outflow will cross the low section on Missouri Highway H and flow 
into the impoundment for Richwoods Pond Dam, Missouri Inventory 
number 30727. 
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Flow velocities computed for the various outflows indicate that significant 
erosion of the spillway will occur for storms greater than 50 percent of the 
PMF. This erosion will lower the spillway crest elevation and transport soil 
and tailings from the reservoir into a mined-out depression south of State 
Highway H. An indefinite amount of the soil and tailings will remain 
suspended and transported over Highway H and into the Richwoods Pond dam 
impoundment. Significant erosion of the chat portion of the dam is not 
expected to occur. 
The following overtopping data for selected precipitation events were com-
puted for the dam, assuming no erosion of the spillway or dam embankment: 
Max Depth 
Over Max 
Max Reservoir Max Depth Informal Maximum Velocity Duration of 
Precipitation W .S. Elevation over Embank- Spillway Outflow of Outflow Overtopping 
Event ft ment, ft ft ft 3 /s ft/sec hr 
100% PMF 853.5 0 l.·5 1260 5.7 48* 
50% PMF 853.1 0 1.1 620 4.9 48* 
* Since the starting water surface elevation is at the spillway crest elevation, the 
duration of overtopping will always be approximately equal to the storm duration. 
Details of the hydraulic and hydrologic analyses are given in Appendix B. 
SECTION6 
STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
6.1 Evaluation of Structural Stability 
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a. Visual observations. Features identified during the visual inspection which 
adversely affect the structural stability of this dam are reported in Section 3. 
The most important adverse features include mining at the toe of the dam and 
cracking noted on the crest of the embankment. 
b. Design and construction data. No design or construction data relating to the 
structural stability of the dam were found. 
c. Operating records. No appurtenant structures requiring operation exist at this 
dam. Static and seismic stability analyses are not on record. This is a 
deficiency which should be corrected. 
d. Post construction changes. Following construction of the dam, mining was 
conducted near the toe of the left abutment. This mining encroached on the 
dam in several places (Fig. A-1, Appendix A). At one location a 20-ft high 1 H 
to 1 V cut face exists immediately adjacent to the toe of the dam. This 
mining has been discontinued for an estimated two _years. The lack of a static 
or seismic stability analysis precludes an adequate evaluation of the effect of 
this mining on the stability of the dam. 
Other post construction changes are limited to clearing of vegetation and 
mining in the area surrounding the reservoir. Siltation which will result from 
removal of the vegetation and soil is not likely to significantly affect the 
tailings impoundment drainage regime. 
e. Seismic stability. The dam is in Seismic Zone 2, to which the guidelines assign 
a moderate damage potential. Since no static stability analysis is available for 
review, the seismic stability cannot be evaluated. However, as the tailings are 
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fine-grained, saturated materials and the dam is made of loose, granular 
material resting near its natural angle of repose, substantial deformation 
leading to damage or failure could occur in the event of a severe seismic 
event. 
7 .l Dam Assessment 
SECTION 7 
ASSESSMENT /REMEDIAL MEASURES 
19 
a. Safety. Based on the visual inspection, Ditch Creek Dam appears to be in 
generally fair to good condition. This designation is based primarily on the 
lack of a designed spill way or other outlet works, and the mining encroach-
ment at the toe of the dam near the left abutment. 
As a consequence of the widely-used construction procedure, the downstream 
slopes of the tailings dams are placed at or near the angle of natural repose 
for the "chat" material. This results in slopes that are very steep and exist in 
a state close to incipient failure with safety factors close to one. The slopes 
placed at angle of natural repose will only remain stable, if they are protected 
against potential harmful changes, among which are: 
1. Overtopping by water 
2. Higher pore pressures (or seepage forces) 
3. Undercutting of the toe of the slope by erosion or mining activity 
4. Increase in the height of the slope 
5. Harmful effects of vegetation (particularly tree roots) 
6. Liquefaction (such as may result from a seismic event). 
The first five changes are subject to control by owners and operators and must 
receive careful attention in order to maintain stable and safe dam embank-
ments. The sixth influence represents a risk the magnitude of which is not 
well understood without further study. 
Factors which further affect the safety of the dam are the amount of 
consolidation and desiccation of the fine-grained tailings. Over a period of 
time, desiccation and consolidation decreases the lateral loads on the dam and 
increases the strength of the tailings. This increases the factor of safety of 
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the structure against failure. The magnitude of this increase is unknown 
without further tests and study. 
b. Adequacy of information. The visual inspection provided a reasonable base of 
information for the recommendations and conclusions presented in this Phase I 
report. The lack of stability and seepage analyses for the dam as recom-
mended by the guidelines preclude an evaluation of the structural and seismic 
stability of the dam. This is a deficiency which should be rectified. 
c. Urgency. The deficiencies described in this report could affect the safety of 
the dam. Corrective actions should be initiated without undue delay. 
d. Necessity for Phase II. In accordance with the Recommended Guidelines for 
Safety Inspection of Dams, the subject investigation was a minimum study. 
This study revealed that additional in-depth investigations are needed to 
complete the assessment of the safety of the dam. Those investigations which 
should be performed without undue delay are described in Section 7.2b. It is 
our understanding from discussions with the St Louis District that any 
additional investigations are the responsibility of the owner. 
7 .2 Remedial Measures 
a. Alternatives. There are several general options available which may be 
considered to avoid the serious consequences of dam failure resulting from 
overtopping. These alternatives include: 
1. Remove or breach the dam; 
2. Increase the height of the dam and/or spillway size to pass the probable 
maximum flood without overtopping the dam. 
3. Purchase downstream land that would be adversely impacted by dam 
failure and restrict human occupancy. 
4. Enhance the stability of the dam to permit overtopping without failure. 
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5. Provide a highly reliable flood warning system. This generally does not 
prevent property damage but a voids loss of life. 
b. Recommendations. Based on our inspection of the Ditch Creek Dam, it is 
recommended that, as a minimum, the following studies be made and the 
following actions be taken under the guidance of an engineer experienced in 
design and construction of dams: 
1. Design and construction of a formal spill way and discharge channel 
required to pass an appropriate design flood, as an alternate to the present 
condition where a low area to the west of the left abutment of the dam acts as 
an informal spillway; consideration should be given to the erodibility of the 
embankment and spillway. 
2. Assessment of the effects of mining at the toe of the dam by an 
appropriate slope stability analysis. 
3. Establishment of a plan for removal of trees and brush on the face fo the 
dam to prevent deleterious effects on slope stability and to permit proper 
inspection of the face; removal of large trees and indiscriminate clearing must 
be carefully planned as this may jeopardize the long-term stability of the dam. 
4. Analysis of the static and seismic stability of the dam and of the effects 
of seepage on the stability of the dam, in accordance with the requirements of 
the guidelines. 
5. Initiation of a program of periodic inspection and monitoring for this 
facility. This program should include, but not be limited to, the following: 
a. Monitoring seepage at the toe of the dam to identify changes in the 
amount of flow or turbidity of the seepage water; 
b. Inspecting the embankment periodically to identify slumping or 
evidence of instability in · the areas where cracks were observed and 
where mining activities have resulted in oversteepened slopes; and 
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c. Performing maintenance work as needed on the basis of the recom-
mended inspection program. 
6. Assessment the practically of establishing a warning system for advising 
downstream residents and traffic should unsafe emergency conditions develop 
at the dam. 
It is recommended that the owner take action on these recommendations 
without undue delay. 
c. 0 & M procedures. Periodic inspections should be made by an engineer 
experienced in the construction and maintenance of dams. Particular 
attention should be given to areas where the cracks were observed during this 
inspection and where mining activities have resulted in oversteepened slopes. 
These inspections should include but not be limited to evaluation of slope 
stability such as slumping and erosion, and inspection of seepage areas to 
identify changes in the volume of flow or turbidity in the seepage water. 
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DITCH CREEK DAM 
MO. 30726 I Fig. A-1 
1. Vegetation on face of dam. Variation in density of vegetation 
apparently reflects variation in embankment material. Looking west. 
2. Vegetation on crest of dam. Looking west. Impoundment is to the left. 
3. Mined area at toe of embankment, near left abutment. 
4. Mined area adjacent to reservoir overflow. Looking southwest from 
end of embankment. 
5. Crack in dam showing .3 foot offset down toward the downstream face. 
Looking south along dam crest. 
APPENDIX B 




a. General. The hydraulic/hydrologic analyses were performed using the "HEC-1, 
Dam Safety Version (1 Apr 80)" computer program. Inflow hydrographs were 
developed by applying various precipitation events to a synthetic unit 
hydrograph. The inflow hydrographs, thus obtained, were then routed through 
the reservoir and appurtenant structures by the modified Puls reservoir routing 
method used in the HEC-1 program to determine overtopping potential. 
b. Precipitation events. Various percentages including 100 percent of the 
Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) and the 1 and 10 percent probability-
of-occurrence events were used in the analyses. The PMP was determined 
from regional charts prepared by the US Weather Bureau (1956). The 1 and 
10 percent probability-of-occurrence events were provided by SLD. 
c. Unit h dro ra • The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) unit hydrograph (SCS, 
1971 for a storm duration of 48 hrs was used to develop the inflow hydro-
graph. The unit hydrograph was divided into 10 min increments. 
d. Infiltration losses. The SCS curve number (CN) method was used to compute 
infiltration losses. Curve numbers were selected on the basis of antecedent 
moisture conditions in accordance with the guidelines, present land usage and 
hydrologic soil group of the soils in the drainage basin. Where more than one 
soil group was present, the group giving the highest CN was used for the entire 
basin. 
e. Lag time. Lag time was computed by the SCS method (National Engineering 
Handbook, Section 4, Equation 15-4). 
8.2 Pertinent Data 
a. Drainage area: 0.20 mi 2 
b. Lag time: 0.58 hr 
c. Hydrologic soil group: C 
d. SCS curve numbers. 
1. For PMF: 91 (AMC III) 
2. For 1 and 10 percent probability-of-occurrence events: 80 (AMCII) 
e. Storage. Elevation-area data were developed by planimetering areas at 
various elevation contours on the USGS Richwoods NE 7.5-minute quadrangle 
map. The data were entered on the $A and $E cards so that the HEC-1 
program could compute storage volumes. 
f. Outflow capacity. The elevation - discharge relationship was developed from 
cross-sections of the informal spillway. 
g. Outflow over informal spillway. As the profile of the informal spillway crest 
is irregular, flow over the crest cannot be determined by conventional weir 
formulas. Crest length-elevation data and hydraulic constants for the crest 
were entered on $D, $L and $V cards. "Outflow over the crest" is actually 
taken as flow over elevation 852. 
h. Reservoir elevations. For all fractions of the PMF and the 1 and 10 percent 
probability-of-occurrence events, the starting reservoir elevation was the 
informal spill way crest elevation of 852 ft. 
B.3 Results 
The results of the analyses as well as the input values to the HEC-1 program follow 
in this Appendix. Only the results summaries are included, not the intermediate 
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1.01 10.00 6 I) .o l .01 .oo ';. 1.02 10.00 20't • 11 .11 • oc 1(( • 
1.01 10.10 61 .o 1 .ot • oo .., . 1.02 10.10 205 .13 • 11 .oo ttt • 
.o i---t-ft. "21) 62 .ot .01 • or, ., . 1.01 to·"" l") b .1, . t., • cc , , e • 
1.01 10.30 63 .o l • 01 • 00 ., . 1.02 10. 30 207 .1 '3 • l '3 • 0() l((; • 
1.01 10.ltO 64 .o l • () l .oo '> • 1.02 10.40 2f}8 .11 • 1 '3 • oc tc( • 
1.01 10.'>0 t,~ .o l • () l .oo ., . 1. 'l 2 l O."lO 2t)q .11 .11 • oo I(( • 
1.c1 11.00 66 .01 • 01 .oo .., . 1.02 11.00 no .13 .lJ • f) 0 t( c • 
1.01 11.10 t, 1 .o l • 01 • oo .., . 1.02 11. to 211 • 1) .11 • oc l(t .. 
1.01 11.20 68 • (i l • Ol • 0() .,, . 1.02 11.l') 212 • l '3 • l '3 • O<l t(C. 
1.01 11. 30 6q .,n .o t • OQ ,; . 1.02 11.10 21) .11 .11 • oc tcr. • 
l.Cl 11.'tO 70 .01 .ot .oo 6. t. Q 2 l t. 4f) ?14 .11 .13 • oo u:c • 
---- --- - - - 1 .-u L ~T • '> V I l .01 -. lJ l - eUfJ be ---YeOl I I .':iv l [., • ll • t 3 .--c c IC tJ • 
1.01 12.00 12 .I) t .01 .oo 6. 1.02 12.00 216 .n • t '3 .oo tcC~ 
1.01 ll. 10 13 • o 3 • o j .Ql b. 1. 02 12.10 217 .4't .44 .oo 1Cl • 
.oc c2.21J , .. .o 3 .03 .oc '. l. 02 i2 .20 2lb ..... 
. ... • 01) l2 ~. 
1.01 12.10 H .OJ .o j .01 10. 1.02 12.30 2 t<I .44 . ,. " • 0 t.; 1 f1'. 
1.01 12.1to 76 • 03 .oJ .01 12. 1.02 12.'tO 220 • 4't . ,. ,. .oo 2,~ • 
-.; ·t;-y-,-z-;1;0 II .03 • o 3 • ,n 15 • c.02 l2. '50 lZ l .4 .. ... ~.-oc 2 ~ ... 
1.c1 u.oo 78 .03 .0) • () l 17. 1.02 11. 00 222 • 44 . ,.,. • Qt) 2'4 .. 
1.01 l ). 10 7q .a .. .OJ .01 l '.!. 1.02 11.10 223 • ., 3 • -; '3 • Ofl 1ce;. 
1.01 n.20 80 .u .. .o, • or 20. c. oz n. 20 22». .,, .,, • ()0 32•. 
1.01 11.JO 81 • 04 .OJ .01 21. 1.02 1"3.JO 2l'!> • '5 3 • ., '3 .oo 1•4. 
1.01 13.ltO 62 .O't .OJ .ot 21. 1.02 1 '3. 4() 226 • '>3 • t; '3 .O<l ~f2. 
.oc [3.ijO 83 .u,. .o 3 • I) l lit. t. 0 Z [ '.-;,) Z?. 7 •'B -~~ .oc !1~. 
1.01 l't. t)Q 84 .O't .o .. .01 2~. 1.02 l't.00 ?28 • ., l .~3 .oo Jt«; • 
1.01 lit• 10 6':, • I) c; • f)" .ot 2b. 1.02 l't.10 nq .66 • 66 .oo 14i~. 
c.01 L*i.20 86 • I)., .o .. .oc z1. t • .., z l 4.ZO no .66 • rse .oe lj 1"'!. 
1. 01 14 • 30 61 .o,; .O't • 01 28. 1. 02 l't.10 231 .66 • 1,6 • OG ·~! • 
1.01 l't.'tO 86 • o ') .05 .Ol l(). 1.02 l't.40 ?32 .66 . ,, ,, • 01) .. ~ .. 
-.o~-.~o 15q • o~ .o~ • IJ i 3 2. t. oz l'+.")0 l3 3 .66 • '56 .oc lj ,.., • 
1.01 1~.00 qo .05 .O':> • f) l 33. 1.02 l '>. 00 Z3't • bb .61:i .oo 4 e'l • Ditch Creek Dam 
1.01 15.lO Ql .o~ • O't • 01] · 33. 1.02 l';.10 235 .60 • f>f) .oc . • c, •• PMF Analysis 
1. Cl ii;70 G2 .c)!J .o, • f) l 3*i. \. I] z 1'5.ZO B6 l." t t.«n • 00 'H!~. Input Data (cont.) 
'I' 1.01 1-;.Jo <n • l It .l] .01 31:!. 1.02 1,; • 30 2)7 1.•n 1.,n .oo ~-t. 
! 1.01 l '>. 4e0 q,. • .3S .]3 • ()l 4q • 1.02 l~.40 2'3 8 ". '>l 4.'>1 .oo l(t. MO ID No. 30726 
; Or--T5"".,; 0 G'5 .LO • 10 • 01 1'>4. t.oz 1, .,o l.'.)q L.:, t t., t • "0 4't' 1. 
1. ()1 16.00 qt, .oh .o~ .f')O QO. 1.02 H>.()0 140 .e1 • "1 .oo 121.1 • B6 
1.01 16.10 en .o'> .o., • oo Q& • 1.01 H,.10 lH • 62 • 62 .oo 1 '.! •--i. 
1. 0 l i6e20 48 .o, .o., • oo 40 • t. ()2 lb.20 242 .oz • fill' .oo 12~·· 
i 1.01 H.>e JO qq .o., .o, .oo 11. 1.02 l 6. 30 24t 3 .62 • f, 2 .oc ttf~ • 1.01 lE>.ltO lCO .O'J • 0'> • oo 63 • 1.02 H,-ltO Zit 't • ,iz • ,, 2 .oo et~. 
.. or--n,-• .., o t () t .o~ .o-.; .oo ~3. t. oz lb.~O 1 ... , .~? .bl .o 
1.01 11.00 102 .o !) .()", .oo 47. 1.02 11.00 246 • 62 .. hl • 00 t~1 • 
1.01 11. 10 103 .o,. .o .. .oo 43. 1.02 . 11. 10 24 7 ... q • "q .oo ~~,~ 
.-o I l ,.20 I•H .o, • O'i • oo .. o • t.oz t7.20 241! . 4" ·"q .oo .,."!. 
1.01 11. ·30 105 .o .. • 04 .oo l7. 1.02 17.30 24Q .4Q .4q .oo ~co. 
1.01 17.40 1% • o .. .o .. .oo "3't. 1.02 17. 40 250 _,.q ... Q .oo •t•. 
-.-o i---r,,--.-..,.o 101' .o .. .o .. .oo Jl. 1.oz 1,.,0 l., l • .-11 
. "" 
.aa ... ~e. 
1.01 l8.00 108 .o .. .o" • oo '31. 1.oz 18.00 zi; 2 .4q .... q .oa .,~ .. 
1. tJ l l'J,10 1oq .oo ' • OtJ .oo 2<1. 1.02 1~.10 Zt;l .O't .. '>4 .. () (} '!Ci'~ • 
t.01 te.zo 110 .oo .oo . ,,., 26 • 1.02 te.zo z '" 
.04 • 01\ • 00 '!~-. 
1.01 18. ·.to 111 .oo • oo .oo 21 • 1.1)2 18.30 25 '> • O't • o .. .oo 2~1 • 
1.01 18.4() 112 .oo .oo .oo lb. 1.02 18.40 256 • f)4 • 0 .. .. oc 2H .. 
-.o 1--i-,,.--; o---n , .oo .oo .oo tl. t.C,2 te.~o l'P • O't . ,, " .eo "1 . 
1.01 11.1.00 lllt .oo • 00 .oo q. 1.02 lQ.()Q 25 6 .04 • 04 • oo 11~. 
1.01 1q.10 ll'j .oo • 0() .oo 1 • 1.02 l q.10 z5q • O't • Olt • t) 0 
-e ' • ;-o t 1q • 21) lib .oo • 'lO .IJO ,. 1.02 1-1.zo 260 • ()4 .o• • 0 () lC • 
1.01 l<i.]0 117 .oo • Or.> • 00 ". 1.02 1 q. 30 261 • O't • Olt .oo ~ Cj. 1.01 1 q • It() 118 .oo • ()Q .oo 't • 1.02 \Q.41) 162 .o" • 04 .oo ~, . 
r.o~.--,o l1 q .oo • I')•) • 0() '. t.o~.-.," n,1 .01' . ,,.,.. • t)'C 1.01 10.00 120 • 00 • QC) . () () 1. 1.02 20.00 lb" .04 • O't .oo •c. 
1.c1 lfJ • l O 121 • () 0 • 00 • ')f) "3. 1. Q 2 2 0.10 ?,, r; • 04 • Olt • oo ~ 11 • 
.or-zo~-zo 122 .oo • 1)1) .OIJ '. c.02 z,). ?I) 166 • 04 . ",. .oo ~·· 1.01 2(). ·rn 121 .o O • !) i} .oo 3. 1.02 20.10 'lb 1 .04 • Olt .oc !~. 
l.Ol 21). 40 l 24 • no .t)O .oo "3 • l. Ol 20 .41') 268 • 04 • f),. .oc !, • 
1 ·~ o r---i 'l • ., u----Tz'5---. o o--~ r:, o---.-oo ;Q ·z--7t:1· .--15 I) 2'14 .-o,.---. 0 ,..-----; f) C -.... 
1.ot 21.00 l 2 h .oo .oo • 0() 2. 1. 0 2 21. 00 '170 .04 • 04 .oc !'• 
t.Cl 21. l O 127 .00 • 0() • Qt) l. t. 0 2 2l.l0 271 .1')4 .04 .oo 
"'! "· 
• -o 1--z1·~ "20 2S • oo • ou---. -0 I) z • 1. r)l Z 1.20 nz .o .. .1l,.---.o 
1.01 2l."JO 124 .oo • 1)1) • ') 0 2. 1.02 21.10 213 .04 .Olt • 0 () 
~·· 1.01 21.'tO 130 • oo • ()I) .oo l. • 1.02 2 l • 4() 274 .04 • O't • 00 ".!4.
1.01 21. '>0" 111 .oo • I) CJ • 00 2. 1.02 2 1. ')() 275 
·"" 
• Olt .ot '? 4. 
1.ot u.oo 132 .oo .OI} .oo 2. 1.02 2 2. 01) 276 .04 • O't .oo ".!•. 
1.ot n .10 1'31 .oo .()O • 00 2. 1.02 2 2 .10 277 • 04 • Olt .oo '34. 
·\. 0 l u.20 1)4 .Q O .or) .oo 2. 1.02 22 .20 278 • O't • 0" • 01) '.!,. • 
1.01 U.. 30 135> .oo .()0 • 0() 2. 1.02 21.30 27Q .04 . • 04 .oo ~-. 
1.01 l.l. 'tO 1)6 • •}0 .oo .oo 2 • 1.02 22.40 280 .04 • ()ft • ()f) , ... 
r;or--zz .-'>rJ .. ] I .oo • IJO • t)I) z. -r-;o-i--~o llf[ • er .. • o ,.---; o c· .: .. ~ . 
1.c1 2 J. 01) 13':i • I) 0 .oo .oo 2. 1.02 21.00 2~2 • O't • O', • Ot) 1•. 
1.01 23.10 13q .oo .oo . ()() 2. t.02 2 ).10 ZR) • ()It .04 • oo !4 • 
1.01 23.2•) 14 'J elJO • OIJ • ov z. 1.02 Z 3 .20 2ea; • 1)4 
·"" 
• ()0 , .. 
1.01 23."JO l 41 .o O .oo • oo 2 • 1.02 23.30 285 • ()It • Olt • oo ~6' • 
1.01 2 ·i. 40 142 .0'1 .oo .oo l. 1.02 2J.40 286 .O't . ()" • oo '3 ... 
-;or-z,·~-ilj o i'd • oo .oo • ,JO z. c.02 Z 3. 'SO 261 .,,,. • ,, .. ---. 0-1) 3 ... 
1.02 o. l 4,. .oo .oo • I) 0 2. 1.03 o. 2~8 • O't .o4 .oo '3• .. 
so" 36.40 J'5.q4 • ii6 lli!tG. 
( q 25 • I ( QlJ.lt 12 • If 1a~.~n 
PEAK 6-HOOk Zif-HOUR 12-HOUR TOUC VOLOHE 
Ditch Creek Dam . CFS l3't7. ','j ). 180. qo. 27M,1. 
Cl'tS 3ff. u,. r;. 3. 7fl3. PMF Analysis 
I NCHE 5 i,. 74 n.•H ,.,.,_ 
''·'" 
Input Data (cont.) 
"'" 
6'J1.ij'j ft'H .23 qo1.fio qo1.ao
AC-fl 2 7't. 3 '> 1. 1,n. '381. MO ID No. 30726 




PEAK FLOij ANO STORAGE (END Of PERIOD) SUNNARY FOR "ULTIPLE PLAN-RATIO ECONONIC COMPVTAtlO~~ 
FLO~S [N CU81C FEET PER SECOND (CUBIC METERS PER ~ECONDt 
· AREA IN SOOaRE MltES ,SQUARE KILOHElE~SI 
IUT 10\ APPL( ED IO FLO"~ 
OPERATION STATION AREA PLAN RATIO l RAlJO .,. 
.~o 1.00 
HlOROGRAP~ AT 0-IN .20 l b73. l3't1. 
MOUTEO TO OAN .20 1 616. 1264 • 
ir;=-~~--------~--~----~--------~--------------=----------------------------------------------------__. ______________________________ .._ ____ _.,~ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
STATEME~T __ BY TIIE __ PRE~}_T_)_!:.NT 
In my press conference this weC'k, I announced that a safety tn~:pcction 
program for non-federal dams would begJn immediately, to help prevent further 
tragedies like that at Toccoa Falls. 
I have directed the Secretary of the Army to co1;1:;1cice at once tl:c· in-
spection of more than 9,000 non-federal dams that prescnl a high pot:(·;1:L:l r,·, :· 
loss of life and property if they fail. The inspection program, to bP acl::-::i.ni s -· 
terd by tl1e Corps of Engineers, will take approximately four years. ~0 will 
make $15 million available for the program during this fiscal year, and hope 
to be able to inspect 1,800 non-federal dams during that year. It is impossih]e 
to predict the total cost of the program precisely, but we tentatively cstfr i ·tc 
it would be about $70 million. 
I have directed the Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture to cooperate 
with the Secretary of the Army in developing technical criteria and guidelines 
for inspections and assisting the states. Tl1is dam inspection program cannot 
be a substitute for effective dam safety programs at the state level; it is in-
tended to stimulate the states to action. The federal government wil] use this 
initintive to establish a partnersbip with the states in developinz st2~te prograns. 
The feclerc{l program will be limited to initial inspections only, \. . 'ill involvo nc-
assunption of federal lj_ability, and will be completed \-..'ithin four yc .:-,1:::: . 
Because the inspectjon program will not resolve specific dcii ·t ~,;[cty prob-
lems and will not relieve the states or owners of these Etructures of thc:i.r 
respe::1sibilitics for public safety, we will ask for Governors to 2~; re(- 1 pr:i.or 
to those inspections, to take certain steps toward establishing ~n a<lcqu~~~ 
state program for d.:1:1 safety. States that agree to take these slcp: : ,·::i 1.1 be 
given priority for federal inspecti.ons and technical assistc1ncc. i\'.-.-'. recognize 
that some states already have excellent darn safety prograns. 
I have also asked the Secretary of the Anny, in coopcratio~1 ,:,dth the 
Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture and the Science Adviser to tl1e President, 
to report back to me within one year on the status of the inspectiou effort, the 




The federal government will: 
1. Begin immediately to work with all of the states to implement or improve 
the dcJrn safety progra1its; 
2. Update the National Dam Inventory; 
3. Fund and administer the inspection of all tl1e approximately 9,000 non-
feder d] darns in the high hazclrcl potential category by virtue of th e ir 
location; 
4. Fund and administer the inspection of intermediate hazard cat~ tn ry da ms 
on federal property; and 
5. Fund and administer the inspection of a limited number of other non-federal 
darns determined on a case-by-case basis, after consultation witl1 stRte 
officials, to be in a condition presenting an immediate thr ea t to public 
safety. 
The states will be asked to cooperate fully, by: 
1. Assuring implementation of an effective dam safety progran1; 
2. Assjsting in implementing the federally-financed dam inspecti c·1 •' ; includir. c 
participation in state personnel training, and performing actu ~l da~ in-
sp ec tions where criteria are met; and 
3. Asst!ring that tht:y will use avai.lable means to take remedin] acUuns whc:.1 
unsafe da1;1s a re found. 
II II II II II 
December 5, 1977 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON 
THE NATIONAL PROGRA}1 OF INSPECTION OF DAMS 
WHAT IS THE NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM? 
It is a program to 1nspect, at federal cost, those non-federal dams whose 
failure would cause s111Jstantial loss of life and property damage. 
·• 
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE Flm. Tlm SAFETY OF NON-FEDERAL DA}1S? 
The owne1· of a darn is legally responsible for the potential haz c1 r<.ls crec:Itcd 
by the structure. The state has the basic rcspon:.Jbility to prot(·C't the 
life and property of its citizens. The federal program for the 1nspcc tion 
of da1-:1s docs not change those bG.sic responsibilities. 
WHY IS THE FEDERr\l, GOVER:::O·:;ff INVOLVED IN THE I~SPECTION OF ~o~;-1:'[;)l';{.:' .J. D .. \;<s? 
1. A series of dam failures in the early 1970's caused major loss of life 
and property. 
2. Few states have adequate dam inspection programs. 
3 . Congress pass c d th c: t,: a ti on a 1 Dam Ins pc c t ion Act in 1 9 7 2 which au L11 c• r i zed 
a national inventory an<l inspection program by the Corps of Engineer ~ . 
HOW MANY DAMS WILL BE INSPECTED? 
About 9000. When the Corps of Engineers made the inventory of da:i :s in the 
ear 1 y 1 9 7 0 ' s , it id en t i fie d ab o u t 4 9 , 0 0 0 d a!n s ~.:i th a height of at 1 e z, s t 
25 ft. and a capacity of at least 50 acre-feet (An Acre-foot of w&tcr is 
the volu::1e of water covering an acre to a depth of one foot). Oi t1 ,,. 0 ::: c, 
al>out 9000 \ ·JC: H'. located upstrea.:n of populated nrc~1s v:hich v:oulcl be· scdou:::, ]y 
affected if the dams L:d] 2d . 
HO\,; Llt,:G \·,'ll.L Tl!£ 1'l{OGR.-\~-r L\S'J' A:~D HOh1 MUCH WILL IT COST? 
A1)0ut fcur y(·dt"S and 0!1 esti1112ted cost of about $70,000,000. 
HQ!..' t'J.1.L cn(\?S OF E~·:Gli\El::t:, I::SPECT THE 9000 DA~!S? 
So111e of the d ~us wi 11 be: ins pee tcd by Corps personnel. 
Contracts wil 1 be let to qualified engineer ins firms. 
States will be reir.1bursf'd for inspections pcrfonic:-·d by their pers0r11:ci. 
In a]l cases, the inspectio:1 report will be rcvic'.,C'd by the Corps District 
EngLwcr and sent to the governor. 
WHAT SPECIFICALLY W1Ll. THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS DO lN THE DP01 INSPECT 10~~ PROGRA'< 
DURING THE NEXT FOUR YEARS? 
1. Fund and administer the inspection of some 9000 darns, 
2. Update their 1975 National Inventory of D.:ms. 
3. Assist the states in the development or improvement of state dam safety 
programs. 
WHAT WILL THE STATES BE ASKED TO DO? 
To cooperate fully by: 
1. Assuring implementation of an effective dam safety program. 
2/. Assisting in imf)let,,L'1tt.ing the fedt:>rally-financed dam inspection including 
participation in state personnel training and performing actual dam inspec-
tions where criteria a1·e met, and 
3. Assuring thdt they will use available means to take remedial actions ~·lien 
unsafe dams are f0und. 
HOW MUCH MONEY TS AVA] I.AHLE FOH. 'flllS FISCAL YEAR FOR THE DA}t INSPECTION PROG~1? 
$15,000,000 
.,. 
WHEN WILL THE c\l,'lL'. :\ L t t,St'ft;'fJ\1:. OF D.\::S BY THE COlU'S OF E:~GH;EERS BEGI~;? 
By mid-·De,-:embe·i". 
WHO DETER~1l~~ES \~lUCH D:\lb \·dU, BE INSl'ECTED THt: FIRST YEAR? 
That prj()!" :i ty L, l':::;tab] isht..~d jointly by the governors of the resrcctiv<' sl.:dcs 
and the Co r p s o f E 113 i.11-.· c rs . 
WHAT ABOUT DA~iS ~LCE:~Tf.Y T C:SJ'(Cl: D HY 1'Ht~ STATES? 
Inspection \~·ill 11t1t be r:1 : idi,:: of <la::1s which hc1ve hccn inspected as part of a 
state a.:~c:>nty c.L:;. .. 1 sc1L:~cy f!l"Ot~i" ,·1 111 \.:hich the Governor of the state requests 
be ex c l u d e d f r o tll i 11 s p d: t i u ll • 
WHAT ABOUT D.\:1S PRESE:Hl.':G AN j~l'.1FD1XlE Th:-~ '..AT TO PUBLIC SAFETY? 
They will Le given top priority for insp2ctio:1 so that remedial measures C<',n 
be taken i.i1c.~1;1t1y· lJY the CY,·::1-rs. 
Becc1u~e tlic L,..:dL-. 1l agl.'!11C:Lc: S rv::-: 1 :,>:1s:ible: f(n- those da,.1s monitor cHl'-1 ir·::: / c.:t 
th OS (' d rj l" S , 
DOES Ti1E fl:.i"l1: i ,:\l ,~ 1 '·.'l- :-.: :ii . \i' AS::;l ':·lE .-\;,Y l~;: <, ;·o~\ :-;1:;~1 IIY l"·,) :~ TiIT: S,\FE"JY ( ,; :-~ ~f:--r r'. '. ;; _; . 
DA?·iS J'f l~SPLCJS? 
No. S2L·ti,,n (; of rLe "!):!: :: Tnf;pecti\,11 Act" of ,\t.: f, ~ist 8, 1972 sU1tc~~: ":> 1. t t,L 
conL-ilnc·,J it-: tid:::. .''.c:t ; . . ·.,it·,,, c1cti0n or fc1ilure to c1ct 1.1<1 ~(,,r th:is Acts; •. ·: 
' • l • J ' • l . 1 ' • t . r• - - f· . ·, n r· 1· t ..::, 0 r • j r ( · r ' constn,, 0 ,i (lJ c, . ."> \. . Lt:,1i·c· (·_,t,)' J.1,~,;J. lt/ l!l .'t v11J eo. :'.lL,i-'- · ·· - , J ·~ • • · · • 
e1ql ]CyE.:· : ; F ,. ,. Ll .. ·· C·· ·i <> (-(' ,,f JL' ' i'( ' S ,·,1:..:-;:: l~ !)'.' such c1C':..iu:1 or fc1i}lPt. : I C';-. ·: 
or (2) t() ~~;it"-,: ~ ~- : ... :, ··i i1·,· op,:t.:;t:w ~1f d2: :: ~,f the }('.,:,,, ,l dutit:·~ . • o ii Ji ~·,,t..i l·: ,-,, 
or ]L•i.- iiiliv::-; .i;1Li .'1.;'.L ( , , t:llL: ~,\, ,H:,·s11ip or (.'; ·.:·r.:.Li.(1'1 of the· d~1i.·." 
WHAT ARE SU:ii. (li· 'UH. Jli,fS C1il .C::t-:D Ul.:U\C r-;-sP i-' CTJ(l\ OF A D.\'·i? 
1 d · t ction P!1<.1 0·.',: · l"c.tli, 'l ~ (1) RL' iliL·(·.' i.Jv,,; hLL· c:n2, ·in .. ~2rins d2tc"i on L 1c csi[;n, cons ru · . . , 
of the d~L,L (2) ikLiiiled vis,1,d i.uspt::rtjon of the cJ ;1::1 and contro} "''1..lrk~, 1nc1t:~.-
ing elec:t.ci ,· ."I ._,tJ .. 1L-·lianicll (',11tip1:'.c:::nt, th:· rest2cvoir are.1 cn1cl tht::· doi:.·rr1strc~~:,. 
channel. (3) Fr1y ..:0 \ .idt·nct~ of }('clk...i L '-', ernsion, sec>p:tge, undue setLle::~i c:'>~, c~: .... ~: .. 
· · . · f 1 . • .. ~r -,,,. , f\' ..., llc- (4) AclC'Gu 0 c\·c1:,clque11J'-J ing and 1111pI°C•i~c-c fl, ·11 c t10111111:. o u1a1ns c1t111 t:., t... "L- · " ~ • • ... • ~ __ 
..i (S) ' .: ·,r1u·-cv 01. S'"'lllw':1V and d1schurr.::.. Of Operati,1u 8.11.:l iir : illc·J<:1)C('. pruC~uU!('S • - "~,t.· <1 · ; • ..- '-
Safety inflor.,,s witli(Jut ovc rtc1ppjng or en,1:rn~cring tho s.:1fcty of the dam. 
Prep ar dl u y : Pu h 1 ic A ff c.1 i rs O f f ice 
Office Chief of Engineers 
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B~HJ<ground : ___ Announccmen_t o_f 
Federal_ Pr~ram __ for _ln~wction_ of _Non-yede.ral Darns 
---- - UnJl:'.r Autho~~-~~ L. 92-367 
I. B.-·:E:lf!_ou21d. A se1·ies of <lam failures in the early 1970' ~~ 
focused the a t tent ion of the pub U. c and the fed er o 1 £ o v c r n -
ment on the hu111an m1d property losses resultant from dam 
failures. The National Dam Inspection Act (P.L. 92-367) 
of 1972 provided for a national inventory and inspect:tc:. 
program by the Corps of Engineers. The national inventory 
included approximately 49,000 dams, most of which were 
privately-owned. Of these approximately 9,000 were fc!c:~-
tified as high hazard, meaning that in the event of a 
failure, there ~ould be substantial loss of life and 
property. To date vEry few of these dams have been in-
spected to determine their safety. 
II. l?_S'S2.P_~· The prograrn will provi.dc for the inspection c: the 
follO\..-'inb: 
a. All d:1!' 'S in the hi3h h;~?;:rd potential category, o cL1ssj-
ficati()n based upon location rather than structure:~ souncl -
ncss (estimated to be .s.but:t 9, 000). 
b. D,rnis in tl1c' intennediate hazard category located on fecie:ral 
lands. 
c. A ] iri.iLhJ nt11:-,ti• .. '!. oi Jams determined on n Cc":sc-by-cn~.~c b,, ~d~:; 
after co1 ; 0; ulL~clon v:ith state officials to be in 2 c<.;-, : ~_i i. Licn 
p1~l~~:;c:11tJnz al, irn1:1,~Ji3te threat to public safety. 
Note: Inspection will not be made of dams which hav~ been in-
spected as part of a state agency d~m safety program v11tch the 
Governor of the state requests be excluded from inspection. 
The objectives of tl1e federally-financed dam inspection program 
are to: 
a. Provide technical inspection and evaluation of non-federal 
dams to identify actual high hazard conditions and to per1nit 
correction in a timely manner by non-federal interests. 
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b. Provide data for better definition of a viable nRtionaJ 
dam safety program, including the federal role. 
c. Encourage and prepare the states to initiate quickly ef-
fective darn safety programs for non-federal dams. 
IV. Fiscal Yenr~l978 Activities. 
The $15,000,000 appropriations for FY 1978 will be used to: 
a. Initiate the updating and completion of the nr1.tional dar.1 
inventory to provide an adequate basis for p l2nn i_ nz; 2nd 
or c r a t ion of an e f f e c t iv e darn s a f et y program . ( E ~-:; t i::,:: t e <l 
FY 1978 Cost - $1,200,000. Estimated Total Cost ov~r 3-year 
period - $3,600,000.) 
b. Initiate inspections of non-federal darns with high h2zc-:rd 
potential, and of a representative sample of inten::c:di2te 
hazard non--f ederal dams on federal lands. 1 
c. The first year effort would be designed to provide a sta-
tistically well-defined base for evaluation of tl1e nntion2l 
d3m safety problem and to make needed modifications in the 
program for FY 1979 and subsequent years. 
The Corps of Engineers will h.::ve lead program respc::sib 1-1:i t:y. 
The Depa r tr~ en ts of Int er i or and Ag r i cu 1 tu re w i 11 co l1 ;, '"- t· a t c i 1 ._ t h c 
establishment of inspection criteria, assistance to tLc stc.tc::- .:ind 
in follow-up recomrr.endations. Whenever practicat:le:. and 2C'ClT1 ,.Lle. 
to the state governm0nt, an appropriate state agency ~ill be en-
couraged to adopt an effective pror,rarn for regulation of c]:-,: ,~s 
within the state. By such means state personnel \·:i Jl tw tr..dned 
and the s ta t e enc o u rag t..". c1 to ado p t an e f f e c t iv e pro gr .:1 :--: f c· r r c Lu -
lation c,f darns \..ritl1in its boundaries. 
VI . Pr i. n c i.J?~ cs of ~ 1 e 1,1e n tat ion . 
a. The O\..'ner has the basic legal responsibilities for potential 
hazcn~ds created by a <lam. The state has the b.:-.::;ic n~sponsi-
bi]ities for protection of life and property of its citizens. 
The federal program for inspection of dc11".is will not 1::odify thL:se 
basic responsibilities. 
1 In addition to these inspections, there may be a limited number 
of inspections of other non-federal darns determined on a case-by-
case basis, after consultation with state officials, to be in a 
condition presenting a threat to public safety. 
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b. Priority in the federal inspection effort will be given to 
states which agree to cooperate in the inspection proBram. 
Recognizing the great diversity in current legislative auth-
orities and resourcc,s for dam safety activities ;1v.1ilablc to 
the various state governments, the following co:,:i :·· itrncnts 0.1 
the part of the state would give priority lo initi~tion of 
the federal inspection program: 
1. Assure that they will make a determined cffur-1: duci:~:~·-
1978 to implement effectively any cxisUn1; sL;,,Lc: legis -
lation related to dam safety. 
2. Assure that they will seek actively legislation to augu-
ment the existing legislation if needed to provide an 
effective state program. 
3. Assist in implementing the federally-funded inspection 
program in a manner that will provide training for state 
personnel. 
4. Assure that t11ey will use all availo.ble n:ca:1s to take 
re media 1 measures expcd it ious ly in cases ,.·l,c:-e ha 2.ardous 
conditions are found to be present. 
5. Recognize th2t the federal inspection pro:~:rc', ': dc,cs r,:' ~ 
create any liability in the United State:,; fl,r 2cti:..)-:---.'. 
associated \·:ith these> inspections and doc s 1h· t. 1·cJ.j C\< 
an m,m c r or opera tor of a darn of the 1 e g ::-! 1 du t i cs , C" t, 1 i -
c:1tions, or liabi.lities to the 0vmcrship or opcr,: ti,<: o.f 
the de::::. 
c . Pr i or J t y fur fed c r al fund ins for d .:m ins p e c U u ;1 i n ~1 s tat c 
beyond FY 1978 will be depc~ndent on an affir .. :'-, t:i\' C ~:1,_.,.:ing 
by the s tut l~ gove rnmcn t that a cor.1prehcns i ve dlhi c i. f cc t i.\' 1,.; 
program for inspection of dam construction and 011cr~tion in 
the interest of public safety will be adopted. 
VII. B--~-~-<?_ur_~-~-~-· Th e initial $15,000,000 approprfation fl·r FY 1978 
\,:ill cnah: C' a signifiecmt start on the inspection of hi g h hazard 
po u, 1, l i. al d a ~: s in each s ta t e . Th c \\'or k in FY 1 9 7 8 w i 11 p r o vi de a 
basis fc1 r more precise definition of the effort and cost to complete 
the inspection program. Such a reassessment of the program is 
scheduled for July 1, 1978. 
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The best estimate of total federal cost of the program available 
at the present time is: 




6 7 __, 0_0 0 , 0001 
70,600,0 CJJ 
VIII. Priori~~f Effort. 
1 
The Governor of each st c.";. 1:e will partj_cipate j_n the sclcct:i --:m of 
the dams to be inspected and will receive noU ficaLion of ar-: :-· 
hazardous conditions found during an inspection. Efforts w::i.11 
be concentrated initially on those dams considered to offer the 
greatest potential hazards to public safety. 
Based on cost of initial inspections with federally-funded, more 
detailed investigations limited to emergency situations only. Cost 
estimate is subject to July 1, 1978 review. 
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